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Proprietary Software and Closed Source
Proprietary Software and Closed Source
• Proprietary software is computer software which is the legal property
of one party. The terms of use for other parties is defined by contracts
or licensing agreements. These terms may include various privileges
to share, alter, dissemble, and use the software and its code
• Closed source is a term for software whose license does not allow for
the release or distribution of the software's source code. Generally, it
means only the binaries of a computer program are distributed and the
license provides no access to the program's source code. The source
code of such programs is usually regarded as a trade secret of the
company. Access to source code by third parties commonly requires
the party to sign a non-disclosure agreement
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Proprietary Software and Closed Source
• Under the closed source model, source code must be hidden from the
public and competitors who might otherwise reproduce, study or
modify the code, either to resell the product, learn from the product or
for other reasons. Software companies that follow the closed source
model see it as a way to protect their products from software piracy
or misuse, from reverse engineering and duplication, and to maintain
competitive advantage and vendor lock-in
• Closed source software usually is developed and maintained by a
team who produces their product in a compiled executable state,
which is what the market is allowed access to
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Proprietary Software and Closed Source

• The primary business model for closed-source software involve the
use of constraints on what can be done with the software and the
restriction of access to the original source code. The end result is that
an end-user is not actually purchasing software, but purchasing
the right to use the software. To this end, the source code to closedsource software is considered a trade secret by its manufacturers
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Free Software and Open Source
Free Software and Open Source
• In the 1970s and early 1980s, the software industry began using
technical measures (such as only distributing binary copies of
computer programs) to prevent computer users from being able to
study and modify software
• In 1980 copyright law was extended to computer programs
• The free software movement was conceived in 1983 by Richard
Stallman to satisfy the need for and to give the benefit of "software
freedom" to computer users
• R. Stallman announced the plan for the GNU operating system in
September 1983
• The GNU Manifesto was written by R. Stallman and published in
March 1985
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Free Software and Open Source
• The Free Software Foundation (FSF) is a non-profit corporation
founded by R. Stallman on 4 October 1985 to support the free
software movement, a copyleft-based movement which aims to
promote the universal freedom to distribute and modify computer
software without restriction.
• The first formal definition of free software was published by FSF in
February 1986
• Alternatives for "free software" were sought for marketing purposes
and because of a perceived "moralizing and confrontational" attitude
that had been associated with the term. In addition, the "available at
no cost" ambiguity of the word "free" was seen as discouraging
business adoption. In a 1998 strategy session in California, "opensource software" was selected by Todd Anderson, Larry Augustin, Jon
Hall, Sam Ockman, Christine Peterson, and Eric S. Raymond
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Free Software and Open Source
• Open Source Initiative (OSI) was soon-after founded by Eric Raymond
(helped Netscape to go with free software) and Bruce Perens (leader
of the Debian project) to promote the term as part of "a marketing
program for free software"
• The first formal definition of open source software was published by
OSI in 1998
• B. Perens of OSI, attempted to register "open source" as a service
mark for OSI in the United States of America, but that attempt failed to
meet the relevant trademark standards of specificity. OSI claims a
trademark on "OSI Certified", and applied for trademark registration,
but did not complete the paperwork
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Free Software and Open Source
• The term "free software" is associated with FSF's definition, and the
term "open-source software" is associated with OSI's definition. FSF's
and OSI's definitions are worded quite differently but the set of
software that they cover is almost identical
• For the Open Source movement, the issue of whether software should
be open source is a practical question, not an ethical one. As one
person put it, "open source is a development methodology; free
software is a social movement"
• The formation of the Open Source Initiative, and the choice of the term
"open source" was explicitly chosen to: "…dump the moralizing and
confrontational attitude that had been associated with 'free software' in
the past and sell the idea strictly on the same pragmatic, businesscase grounds that had motivated Netscape…"
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Free Software and Open Source
• R. Stallman criticized this motivation, saying that pragmatic focus of
the initiative distracts users from the central moral issues and the
freedoms offered by free software
• R. Stallman describes the free software and the Open Source Initiative
as separate political camps within the same free software community
and says: "We disagree on the basic principles, but agree more or less
on the practical recommendations. So we can and do work together on
many specific projects."
• For the Open Source movement, non-free software is a suboptimal
solution. For the Free Software movement, non-free software is a
social problem and free software is the solution
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Free Software and Open Source
• "Software Libre" was first used publicly in 2000, by the European
Commission. The word "libre", borrowed from the Spanish and French
languages, means having liberty. This avoids the freedom/cost
ambiguity of the word "free"
• "FLOSS" was used in 2001 by Rishab Aiyer Ghosh as an acronym for
free/libre/open-source software. Later that year, the European
Commission (EC) used the phrase when they funded a study on the
topic
• Unlike "libre software", which aimed to solve the ambiguity problem,
"FLOSS" aimed to avoid taking sides in the debate over whether it was
better to say "free software" or to say "open source software"
• The "Software Freedom Law Center" was founded in 2005 to protect
and advance FLOSS
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Free Software and Open Source
• R. Stallman endorses the term FLOSS to refer to "open source" and
"free software" without necessarily choosing between the two camps,
however, he asks people to consider supporting the "free software"
camp
• In early 2002, the Department of Defense used the term "FOSS" in
what would later be their 2003 report Use of Free and Open Source
Software (FOSS) in the U.S. Department of Defense
• R. Stallman has criticized the term FOSS as Free/Open seems to
imply free-of-charge, while Free/Libre makes it clearer the reference is
to freedom
• All of the terms are used interchangeably, the choice of which to use is
mostly political (wanting to support a certain group) or practical
(thinking that one term is the clearest)
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Free Software Definition
Free Software Definition
• The freedom to run the program, for any purpose (freedom 0)
Placing restrictions on the use of Free Software, such as time ("30
days trial period", "license expires January 1st, 2004") purpose
("permission granted for research and non-commercial use", "may
not be used for benchmarking") or geographic area ("must not be
used in country X") makes a program non-free
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Free Software Definition
• The freedom to study how the program works, and adapt it to your
needs (freedom 1)
Placing legal or practical restrictions on the comprehension or
modification of a program, such as mandatory purchase of special
licenses, signing of a Non-Disclosure-Agreement (NDA) or - for
programming languages that have multiple forms or representation
- making the preferred human way of comprehending and editing a
program ("source code") inaccessible also makes it proprietary
(non-free). Without the freedom to modify a program, people will
remain at the mercy of a single vendor
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Free Software Definition
• The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbor
(freedom 2)
Software can be copied/distributed at virtually no cost. If you are
not allowed to give a program to a person in need, that makes a
program non-free. This can be done for a charge, if you so choose
• The freedom to improve the program, and release your improvements
(and modified versions in general) to the public, so that the whole
community benefits (freedom 3)
Not everyone is an equally good programmer in all fields. Some
people don't know how to program at all. This freedom allows
those who do not have the time or skills to solve a problem to
indirectly access the freedom to modify. This can be done for a
charge
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Free Software Definition
• These freedoms are rights, not obligations
• Free Software does not exclude commercial use
• If a program fails to allow commercial use and commercial distribution,
it is not Free Software
• A growing number of companies base their business model completely
or at least partially on Free Software
• Free Software makes it legal to provide help and assistance, it does
not make it mandatory
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Open Source Definition
Open Source Definition
The group adopted the Open Source Definition for open-source software,
based on the Debian Free Software Guidelines, which in turn was based
on The Free Software Definition.
1. Free Redistribution
The license shall not restrict any party from selling or giving away
the software as a component of an aggregate software distribution
containing programs from several different sources. The license
shall not require a royalty or other fee for such sale
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Open Source Definition
2. Source Code
The program must include source code, and must allow distribution
in source code as well as compiled form. Where some form of a
product is not distributed with source code, there must be a wellpublicized means of obtaining the source code for no more than a
reasonable reproduction cost preferably, downloading via the
Internet without charge. The source code must be the preferred
form in which a programmer would modify the program.
Deliberately obfuscated source code is not allowed. Intermediate
forms such as the output of a preprocessor or translator are not
allowed
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Open Source Definition
3. Derived Works
The license must allow modifications and derived works, and must
allow them to be distributed under the same terms as the license of
the original software
4. Integrity of The Author's Source Code
The license may restrict source-code from being distributed in
modified form only if the license allows the distribution of "patch
files" with the source code for the purpose of modifying the
program at build time. The license must explicitly permit
distribution of software built from modified source code. The
license may require derived works to carry a different name or
version number from the original software
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Open Source Definition
5. No Discrimination Against Persons or Groups
The license must not discriminate against any person or group of
persons
6. No Discrimination Against Fields of Endeavor
The license must not restrict anyone from making use of the
program in a specific field of endeavor. For example, it may not
restrict the program from being used in a business, or from being
used for genetic research
7. Distribution of License
The rights attached to the program must apply to all to whom the
program is redistributed without the need for execution of an
additional license by those parties
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Open Source Definition
8. License Must Not Be Specific to a Product
The rights attached to the program must not depend on the
program's being part of a particular software distribution. If the
program is extracted from that distribution and used or distributed
within the terms of the program's license, all parties to whom the
program is redistributed should have the same rights as those that
are granted in conjunction with the original software distribution
9. License Must Not Restrict Other Software
The license must not place restrictions on other software that is
distributed along with the licensed software. For example, the
license must not insist that all other programs distributed on the
same medium must be open-source software
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Open Source Definition

10. License Must Be Technology-Neutral
No provision of the license may be predicated on any individual
technology or style of interface
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Copyright
Copyright
• Is a form of intellectual property which gives the creator of an
original work exclusive rights for a certain time period in relation
to that work, including its publication, distribution and adaptation;
after which time the work is said to enter the public domain
• Applies to any expressible form of an idea or information that is
substantive and discrete
• May apply to a wide range of creative, intellectual, scientific, or artistic
forms, or "works"
• Does not cover ideas and information themselves, only the form or
manner in which they are expressed
• Typically, a work must meet minimal standards of originality in order
to qualify for copyright, and the copyright expires after a set period
24
of time

Copyright
• Copyright law recognizes the right of an author based on whether the
work actually is an original creation, rather than based on whether it is
unique
• Is automatic, and need not be obtained through official
registration with any government office. Once an idea has been
reduced to tangible form, for example by securing it in a fixed medium
(such as a drawing, sheet music, photograph, a videotape, or a
computer file), the copyright holder is entitled to enforce his or her
exclusive rights
• The length of the term can depend on several factors, including the
type of work (e.g. musical composition, novel), whether the work has
been published or not, and whether the work was created by an
individual or a corporation
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Copyright
• Exclusive rights typically attach to the holder of a copyright:
• to produce copies or reproductions of the work and to sell those
copies (mechanical rights; including, sometimes, electronic
copies: distribution rights)
• to import or export the work
• to create derivative works (works that adapt the original work)
• to perform or display the work publicly (performance rights)
• to sell or assign these rights to others
• to transmit or display by radio or video (broadcasting rights)
• The copyright holder is free to exercise those rights, unless doing so
would violate rights of others
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Copyright
• A copyright, or aspects of it, may be assigned or transferred from
one party to another
• A copyright holder need not transfer all rights completely
• Some of the rights may be transferred, or else the copyright holder
may grant another party a non-exclusive license to copy and/or
distribute the work in a particular region or for a specified period of
time
• Certain classes of copyrighted works are made available under a
prescribed statutory license; anyone who wishes to copy a covered
work does not need the permission of the copyright holder, but instead
merely files the proper notice and pays a set fee established by statute
(or by an agency decision under statutory guidance) for every copy
made
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Copyleft
Copyleft
• Is a play on the word copyright to describe the practice of using
copyright law to remove restrictions on distributing copies and
modified versions of a work for others and requiring that the same
freedoms be preserved in modified versions
• Copyright law allows an author to prohibit others from reproducing,
adapting, or distributing copies of the author's work
• Through a copyleft licensing scheme, an author may give every
person who receives a copy of a work permission to reproduce,
adapt or distribute the work as long as any resulting copies or
adaptations are also bound by the same copyleft licensing
scheme (GNU General Public License)
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Copyleft
• While copyright law protects the rights of the creator by providing
control of distribution and modification, the idea of copyleft is to
grant subjective libre freedom to end users
• Copyleft licenses specify clauses which explicity remove those
restrictions the creator considers to not provide libre freedom to
the end user
• Many free software licenses are not copyleft licenses because
they do not require the licensee to distribute derivative works
under the same license
• "Weak copyleft" refers to licenses where not all derived works inherit
the copyleft license; whether a derived work inherits or not often
depends on the manner in which it was derived
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Copyleft

• "Weak copyleft" licenses are generally used for the creation of
software libraries, to allow other software to link to the library, and
then be redistributed without the legal requirement for the work
to be distributed under the library's copyleft license
• Only changes to the weak copylefted software itself become subject to
the copyleft provisions of such a license, not changes to the software
that links to it
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Licenses
Licenses
• License or grant license means to give permission
• License may be granted by a party ("licensor") to another party
("licensee") as an element of an agreement between those parties
• A licensor may grant license under intellectual property laws to
authorize a use (such as copying software or using a patented
invention) to a licensee, sparing the licensee from a claim of
infringement brought by the licensor
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Licenses
• Some copyright owners use EULAs in an effort to circumvent
limitations the applicable copyright law places on their copyrights, or to
expand the scope of control over the work into areas for which
copyright protection is denied by law
• The term shrink-wrap license refers colloquially to any software
license agreement which is enclosed within a software package and is
inaccessible to the customer until after purchase
• The license agreement is printed on paper included inside the boxed
software. It may also be presented to the user on-screen during
installation, in which case the license is sometimes referred to as a
click-wrap license
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Licenses
• The user has the choice of accepting or rejecting the agreement, often
without reading it first. The installation of the software is conditional to
the user accepting the agreement and thereby agreeing to abide by its
terms
• For proprietary software licenses the software publisher grants a
license to use one or more copies of software, but that ownership of
those copies remains with the software publisher
• All rights regarding the software are reserved by the software
publisher. Only a very limited set of well-defined rights are conceded
to the end-user
• It is typical of proprietary software license agreements to include many
terms which specifically prohibit certain uses of the software, often
including uses which would otherwise be allowed under
copyright law
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Licenses
• The end-user must accept the software license. Without acceptance
of the license, the end-user may not use the software at all
• With a free software license ownership of a particular copy of the
software does not remain with the software publisher
• Ownership of the copy is transferred to the end-user
• The end-user is afforded all rights granted by copyright law to the
copy owner
• Copy owner is not the same as copyright owner
• While ownership in a particular copy is transferred, ownership of
the copyright remains with the software publisher
• A free software licence typically grants to the end-user extra rights,
which would otherwise be reserved by the software publisher
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Licenses
• If the end-user wishes to exercise any of the additional rights granted
by a free software licence (such as the right to redistribute the
software), then the end-user must accept, and be bound by, the
software license
• Open source licenses fall under two categories:
• copyleft licenses, aim to preserve the freedom and openness
of the software itself
• permissive licenses, aim to give freedom to the users of that
software. Essentially grant the end-user permission to do
anything they wish with the source code in question, including
the right to take the code and use it as part of closed-source
software or software released under a Proprietary software
license
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Licenses
• May have additional restrictions such as a requirement to preserve the
name of the authors and the copyright statement within the code
• Dual-licensing is the practice of distributing software under two
different sets of terms and conditions. This may mean two different
licenses, or two different sets of licenses
• When software is dual-licensed, recipients can choose which terms
they want to use or distribute the software under. The distributor may
or may not apply a fee to either option
• The two usual motivations for dual-licensing are license compatibility
and market segregation based business models
• License compatibility refers to the problem with licenses of software
packages which can contain contradictory requirements, rendering it
impossible to combine source code from such packages in order to
create new software packages
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Licenses
• Not all licenses approved by OSI or by the FSF are compatible with
each other, thus not all the code under OSI or FSF approved
licenses can be mixed
•

The "FLOSS License
Slide" shows if some
common licenses are
compatible

•

The shaded boxes are
the names of different
FLOSS licenses. An
arrow from box A to box
B means that you can combine software with these licenses; the combined
result effectively has the license of B, possibly with additions from A. To see if
software can be combined, just start at their respective licenses, and find a
common box you can reach following the arrows (aka “following the slide”)
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Leadership Skills and Behaviours
Leadership Skills and Behaviours
• Assertiveness
• Rationale - To ensure code quality, announced milestones,
community culture and other critical elements of an Open
Source Project (OSP) a strong but thoughtful leadership is
necessary
• Challenge - Since OSPs are based on the voluntary work of
contributors and thus their personal motivation it is a delicate
task to direct people and enforce decisions
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Leadership Skills and Behaviours
• Commitment
• Rationale - Every leader of an OSP must show an aboveaverage dedication to work on the project investing time for
the further development of the software and the community
• Challenge - The huge engagement of the OSP leaders
requires a lot of time for which they usually aren’t paid
because it’s non-productive work in a monetary sense
• Communicativeness
• Rationale - To spread the large amount of knowledge OSP
leaders need to communicate well in order to motivate
potential contributors to get into the project
• Challenge - Serious written communication is very
laborious in general and specifically in OSPs not the main
skill of many software developers
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Leadership Skills and Behaviours

• Experience
• Rationale - In order to give an introduction for beginners and
also to help in complex problems OSP leaders need a vast
experience with the source code of the project
• Challenge - Since OSPs usually consist of thousands and
more lines of code programmers must be part of the
developing community for a long time to gain sufficient
experience
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Leadership Skills and Behaviours

• Helpfulness
• Rationale - To attract newcomers and facilitate their
entrance into the project helpful leaders are necessary since
often there isn’t enough documentation available yet
• Challenge - Time of skilled OSP leaders is limited so
interested persons must show sufficient personal effort
before they can expect support from experienced
community members
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Leadership Skills and Behaviours
• Openness
• Rationale - For OSP leaders openness is necessary in various
forms like being open for beginners and new ideas and to
communicate openly as far as possible
• Challenge - Openness is not a basic human mentality so for
example to accept solutions of others or to be open to leave
a project requires a high degree of maturity of the leader
• Patience
• Rationale - The growth of a healthy community takes long
since experienced contributors have to introduce newcomers
and show them the software and the community culture
• Challenge - Eager developers not only need to endure the low
growth rate but also should be patient enough to e.g. answer
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similar beginner questions several times

Leadership Skills and Behaviours

• Personality
• Rationale - The charisma of OSP leaders helps in
communication and by fascinating potential contributors for
their project and thus increases the attraction of being part
of the community
• Challenge - Skilled developers may not have a naturally
charming character so they need to substitute it with other
specific traits of personality while still remaining themselves
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Leadership Skills and Behaviours
• Presence
• Rationale - A constant presence in the chat room, mailing
list or other communication channel motivates new
contributors to join the project and not feeling left alone
• Challenge - It requires conviction for the project and a longlasting endurance of the leaders to stay in the OSP over
several years and keep on going to be active in the community
• Programming
• Rationale - High programming skills are required of all OSP
leaders since e.g. to be able to help out in architectural
issues an in-depth understanding of the software is necessary
• Challenge - Besides a certain natural programming talent also a
high education and long time experience in software
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development is required to fulfil this leadership skill

Leadership Skills and Behaviours
• Responsibility
• Rationale - Compared to developers interested in a specific
topic the OSP leaders bear the overall responsibility for the
success of the project including support of new contributors
• Challenge - There are various demanding aspects such as
answering leftover emails or being responsible for a clean
and friendly communication and atmosphere
• Visionary
• Rationale - OSP leaders need to be able to communicate a
vision for things that are not yet realized so a clear direction
can be fixed as to what and how the project has to grow
• Challenge - Visionary people need to be creative and generate
new ideas but also have to be patient if e.g. the project is not
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advancing by the expected speed

Positive Preconditions of the Project
Positive Preconditions of the Project
• Programming Language
• Rationale - The choice of the programming language
determines part of the image, the scope of applicability, the
potential developer community and other aspects of the OSP
• Challenge - Since programming languages have huge
syntactic and semantic differences a change at a later
stage in the OSP is virtually impossible
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Positive Preconditions of the Project
• Open Source License
• Rationale - The type of open source license highly
influences the future of the community because it may
promote resp. force or inhibit resp. unbound community building
• Challenge - For legal reasons and community habits it is
unusual to change the license of the OSP later on so serious
thought has to be given to the choice
• Great Initial Source Code
• Rationale - The initial source code determines the
attractiveness of the OSP by letting potential contributors
estimate its potential thus influencing their decision to join
• Challenge - It is difficult to determine the best moment when
to publish the project since if it’s too early the potential isn’t
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revealed and if it’s too late the demand might have gone

Positive Preconditions of the Project

• Public Demand
• Rationale - The usefulness of the software for the intended
audience defines its interest in the OSP and thus determines
the motivation to join the community and start contributing
• Challenge - It’s impossible to anticipate the future demand
for an OSP. The only possibility is to adapt the software to
the skill level of the assumed users to improve the chances
of success
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Positive Preconditions of the Project

• Degree of Novelty
• Rationale - New OSPs can be radically innovative, partially
innovative by introducing new features or marginally
innovative by improving existing similar applications
• Challenge - One way to increase the novelty of a project is to
implement new standards and technologies but then there is
the risk of them not becoming mainstream
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Positive Preconditions of the Project

• Applicability
• Rationale - The breadth of applicability determines the
potential user community of the OSP so e.g. letting the
software run on various platforms increases the audience
massively
• Challenge - Frameworks intend to be broadly applicable but
on the other hand often require a high amount of initial effort
and a lot of programming
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Positive Preconditions of the Project

• Level of Communication
• Rationale - In the beginning nothing is known about the OSP
and the number of involved people is small so especially in
the beginning a high level of communication is important to
attract new contributors
• Challenge - Usually the OSP founders prefer to invest time in
further development instead of into writing documentation
- also since it becomes obsolete because of software changes
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Promote Community Building
Promote Community Building
• Modularity
• Recruiting - Extensions or plug-ins enable external
contributions without much knowledge of the source code
thus attracting different kinds of people and leading to a broad
applicability of the OSP
• Collaboration - Because of modularity of the software,
specialization for certain parts of the program is possible
among the developers. Thus they are able to freely
contribute new features to the project whithout
dependence on the core developers
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Promote Community Building

• Production - Modularization makes large software tightly
structured defining clear dependencies among the
modules. When most of the functionality is put into external
components the kernel remains small and robust. External
software can be plugged in and can also be used in other OSPs
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Promote Community Building
• Documentation
• Recruiting - Documentation fulfils the very important function
of knowledge transfer thus enabling newcomers to use the
software. Also it presents an easy way to start contributing
when inexperienced users study the software and write
documentation material
• Collaboration - Creating qualitatively high documentation is
a laborious task where volunteers are usually rare. Still it is
essential to find people in the community who create
complete and well structured documentation
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Promote Community Building

• Production - To ensure the comprehensibility and thus the
longevity of the software the source code has to be
commented completely. Especially in frameworks a complete
and updated software reference manual is important to give
programmers support to develop their own applications
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Promote Community Building
• Release Management
• Recruiting - Frequent releases communicate the progress of
the OSP to the public raising the attractiveness to participate
in the project. New features and improvements of the
software need to be published visibly for every release
• Collaboration - New versions of the software have to be
released in an appropriate way taking into account the interests
of the active and inactive user community
• Production - The stability and, if possible, the backwards
compatibility of a new release are very important. To guard
the customizations of user implementations a clear distinction
between external and internal API is essential
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Promote Community Building
• Collaboration Platform
• Recruiting - A high ranking on collaboration platforms like
SourceForge increases visibility of the OSP. On the other
hand its own branded website is also important to give the
project a certain individuality
• Collaboration - The responsibility of a collaboration platform is
to provide modern, fast and reliable services for the work
on the OSP. Also the development team requires a certain
freedom to configure the platform for their needs to
efficiently work on the software
• Production - To improve the production level of the OSP the
collaboration platform has to support the development
process of the software as much as possible
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Promote Community Building
• Physical Meetings
• Recruiting - Presentations of the OSP show the people behind
the project and also are stimulating moments for visitors to try
the software for the first time. Personal contacts to the
community spreads confidence and motivation
• Collaboration - Personal relationships of contributors are
intensified enabling better collaboration. Meetings are also a
good way to accomplish knowledge transfer from
experienced members to potential contributors. In addition,
community meetings serve to take important decisions
concerning the OSP and its organization
• Production - The idea of a sprint is to work intensively on the
source code and advance the software by doing bug fixes,
architectural improvements and implementation of new features
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Promote Community Building

• Foundation
• Recruiting - An OSP can benefit from the good reputation of a
well-known foundation thus increasing the confidence of
users. The association also offers a secure and reliable open
source license, a correct credit system and the protection
of the OSPs’ brands. Additionally it may bundle the marketing
power of the community and support collaboration among
companies in the OSP
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Promote Community Building
• Collaboration - A foundation has to bring stability into the
project and to smooth the fluctuation of people. It also
organizes the various tasks in the OSP, installs democratic
structures and thus creates more transparency. By collecting
donations the foundation acquires the ability to hire people if
deemed necessary by the community. Especially important is
the legal protection of the developers
• Production - Besides protecting the software developers against
law suits the foundation also has to secure the copyright of
the OSPs’ source code. In addition it may canalize resources
to support the most active core developers so they can
concentrate on their work. The foundation is also responsible
to provide a state-of-the-art collaborative infrastructure for
the OSP
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Promote Community Building
• Internationalisation
• Recruiting - Going global with the OSP vastly increases the
number of potential contributors. Additionally it offers an
easy introductory opportunity for newcomers by letting
them work on translations. Also knowing and visiting people
from all over the world is attractive for newcomers
• Collaboration - The diversity of the community may help to
overcome cultural phenomena like not-so-communicative
people in the originating country. Also knowing of people
working on the OSP all over the world at any time of the
day has a highly motivational influence on all contributors
• Production - The software should be usable in various
different languages and cultural areas
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Promote Community Building
• Spreading the Word
• Recruiting - General marketing activities to raise the
visibility and improve the image are also important for OSPs.
The goal is to achieve as much publicity as possible on
various open source platforms, directories and news
channels
• Credit System
• Recruiting - Instead of paying money OSPs can offer raising
the contributor’s reputation. So the attractiveness of an
OSP raises when participation in the community is
acknowledged
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Promote Community Building
• Communication Channels
• Collaboration - For efficient collaboration the optimum mix of
communication channels is essential. Therefore, OSP leaders
have to be familiar with strengths and weaknesses of each
communication instrument to deploy the appropriate ones
according the community’s demands
• Community Structure
• Collaboration - The investigated OSPs show a broad variety of
stages of organization. Therefore the appropriate structure
has to be found for each project individually corresponding
to its size and progress
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Promote Community Building
• Task List
• Collaboration - The idea of a task list in an OSP is to motivate
people to contribute to the project what is actually needed
thus giving them a hint on how to start participating
• Feature and Code Quality
• Production - Obviously software quality should be as high as
possible. This holds particularly for open source projects where
many different developers have to work with the available code
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• Design User Interface
• Production - Although the actual value of a software is
derived from its functionality the graphical user interface
still plays a major role in the handling and overall look and
feel of the application
• Installation
• Production - The installation process has to be perfectly
organized concerning technical installation and
documentation of every single step
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Open Standard
• The terms "open" and "standard" have a wide range of
meanings associated with their usage. The term "open" is
usually restricted to royalty-free technologies while the term
"standard" is sometimes restricted to technologies approved
by formalized committees that are open to participation by all
interested parties and operate on a consensus basis
• The definitions of the term "open standard" used by academics,
the European Union and some of its member governments or
parliaments such as Denmark, France, and Spain preclude
open standards requiring fees for use, as do the New
Zealand and the Venezuelan governments
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• The rules for standards published by the major internationally
recognized standards bodies such as the IETF, ISO, IEC, and ITU-T
permit their standards to contain specifications whose
implementation will require payment of patent licensing fees
• The IETF and ITU-T use definitions of "open standard" that allow
"reasonable and non-discriminatory" patent licensing fee
requirements
• ITU-T definition: "Open Standards" are standards made available to
the general public and are developed (or approved) and maintained
via a collaborative and consensus driven process. "Open
Standards" facilitate interoperability and data exchange among
different products or services and are intended for widespread
adoption
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• Other elements of "Open Standards" ITU-T definition include:
• Collaborative process – voluntary and market driven
development (or approval) following a transparent
consensus driven process that is reasonably open to all
interested parties
• Reasonably balanced – ensures that the process is not
dominated by any one interest group
• Due process - includes consideration of and response to
comments by interested parties
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• Intellectual property rights (IPRs) – IPRs essential to
implement the standard to be licensed to all applicants on a
worldwide, non-discriminatory basis, either (1) for free and
under other reasonable terms and conditions or (2) on
reasonable terms and conditions (which may include
monetary compensation)
• Quality and level of detail – sufficient to permit the
development of a variety of competing implementations of
interoperable products or services. Standardized interfaces
are not hidden, or controlled other than by the Standards
Development Organization promulgating the standard
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• Publicly available – easily available for implementation and
use, at a reasonable price. Publication of the text of a
standard by others is permitted only with the prior approval of
the SDO
• On-going support – maintained and supported over a long
period of time
• European Union definition: To reach interoperability in the context of
pan-European eGovernment services, guidance needs to focus on
open standards
• The standard is adopted and will be maintained by a not-forprofit organization, and its ongoing development occurs on
the basis of an open decision-making procedure available to
all interested parties (consensus or majority decision etc.)
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• The standard has been published and the standard
specification document is available either freely or at a
nominal charge. It must be permissible to all to copy,
distribute and use it for no fee or at a nominal fee.
• The intellectual property - i.e. patents possibly present - of
(parts of) the standard is made irrevocably available on a
royalty-free basis.
• There are no constraints on the re-use of the standard
• Bruce Perens' definition: his definition lists a set of principles that he
believes must be met by an open standard
• Availability: Open Standards are available for all to read and
implement
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• Maximize End-User Choice: Open Standards create a fair,
competitive market for implementations of the standard. They
do not lock the customer in to a particular vendor or group
• No Royalty: Open Standards are free for all to implement,
with no royalty or fee. Certification of compliance by the
standards organization may involve a fee
• No Discrimination: Open Standards and the organizations that
administer them do not favor one implementor over another
for any reason other than the technical standards
compliance of a vendor’s implementation. Certification
organizations must provide a path for low and zero-cost
implementations to be validated, but may also provide
enhanced certification services
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• Extension or Subset: implementations of Open Standards
may be extended, or offered in subset form. However,
certification organizations may decline to certify subset
implementations, and may place requirements upon
extensions
• Predatory Practices: Open Standards may employ license
terms that protect against subversion of the standard by
embrace-and-extend tactics. The licenses attached to the
standard may require the publication of reference
information for extensions, and a license for all others to
create, distribute, and sell software that is compatible with
the extensions. An Open Standard may not otherwise prohibit
extensions
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• Embrace and Enhance: a predatory practice in which a
predominant vendor creates an implementation of a standard
with extensions that are incompatible with other systems
practicing the standard. The other systems then are
incompatible with the majority of systems, which are provided
by the predominant vendor. The predominant vendor uses
patents or copyright to restrain others from implementing
systems that are compatible with the new extensions. This
creates a monopoly lock on the standard. The user is
forced to switch to the dominant vendor's implementation
in order to be compatible with the majority of users
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• Open Source Initiative's definition: an "open standard" must not
prohibit conforming implementations in open source software. To
comply with the Open Standards Requirement, an "open standard"
must satisfy the following criteria
• No Intentional Secrets: the standard MUST NOT withhold
any detail necessary for interoperable implementation. As
flaws are inevitable, the standard MUST define a process for
fixing flaws identified during implementation and
interoperability testing and to incorporate said changes
into a revised version or superseding version of the
standard to be released under terms that do not violate the
OSR
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• Availability: the standard MUST be freely and publicly
available (e.g., from a stable web site) under royalty-free
terms at reasonable and non-discriminatory cost
• Patents: all patents essential to implementation of the standard
MUST:
• be licensed under royalty-free terms for unrestricted
use, or
• be covered by a promise of non-assertion when
practiced by open source software
• No Agreements: there MUST NOT be any requirement for
execution of a license agreement, NDA, grant, click-through,
or any other form of paperwork to deploy conforming
implementations of the standard
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• No OSR-Incompatible Dependencies: implementation of the
standard MUST NOT require any other technology that fails to
meet the criteria of this Requirement
• Open hardware
• Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) (a specification by IBM for
plug-in boards to IBM-architecture PCs, later standardized by
the IEEE)
• Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) (a specification by
Intel Corporation for plug-in boards to IBM-architecture PCs)
• Accelerated Graphics Port (AGP) (a specification by Intel
Corporation for plug-in boards to IBM-architecture PCs)
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• Synchronous dynamic random-access memory (SDRAM) and
its DDR SDRAM variants (by JEDEC Solid State Technology
Association)
• Universal Serial Bus (USB) (by USB Implementers Forum)
• Open formats
• Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) (file format for 2D vector
graphics, raster graphics, and text defined by ISO/IEC 8632)
• Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) and Extensible HTML
(XHTML) (specifications of the W3C for structured hyperlinked
document formatting)
• Portable Document Format (PDF/X) (a specification by Adobe
Systems Incorporated for formatted documents, later approved
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• OpenDocument Format (ODF) (a specification by OASIS for
office document formats, approved by ISO as ISO/IEC 26300)
• Portable Network Graphics (PNG) (a bitmapped image format
that employs lossless data compression, approved by ISO as
ISO/IEC 15948:2004)
• Office Open XML (a specification by Microsoft for document,
spreadsheet and presentation formats, approved by ISO as
ISO/IEC 29500)
• Ogg (a container for Vorbis, FLAC, Speex (audio formats) &
Theora (a video format), by the Xiph.Org Foundation)
• Opus (audio codec, defined by IETF RFC 6716)
• Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) (a specification for twodimensional vector graphics developed by the World Wide Web
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• Open protocols
• Internet Protocol (IP) (a specification of the IETF for transmitting
packets of data on a network - specifically, IETF RFC 791)
• Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) (a specification of the
IETF for implementing streams of data on top of IP - specifically,
IETF RFC 793)
• OMA Data Synchronization and Device Management (a
platform-independent data synchronization protocol, specified
by The SyncML Initiative/Open Mobile Alliance)
• Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) - an
open protocol for near-real-time instant messaging (IM) and
presence information
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• Open programming languages
• Ada (a multi-paradigm programming language, defined by joint
ISO/ANSI standard (ISO-8652:1995), combined with major
Amendment ISO/IEC 8652:1995/Amd 1:2007)
• MUMPS (a dynamically typed programming language, originally
designed for database-driven applications in the healthcare
industry approved by ISO as ISO/IEC 11756:1992 and ISO/IEC
11756:1999)
• C# (a general-purpose programming language, approved by
ISO as ISO/IEC 23270 and ECMA as ECMA-334)
• JavaScript (approved by ECMA as ECMA-262)
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To President Obama: Please Consider Open Source (February 10,
2009)
• open-source software has already resulted in dramatic cost reductions
in many technology areas
• application hosting & infrastructure, thanks to open-source
operating systems, application servers, and other products like
Linux, Apache, Tomcat
• application development and deployment, thanks to tools like
Eclipse, Ruby on Rails, subversion
• communication and collaboration, thanks to open-source
applications such as OpenOffice and WordPress
• building high quality software at much lower costs through
collaboration will be a catalyst for good work between software
developers in the IT industry and subject matter experts
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• open-source software brings transparency to software development;
there are no “black boxes” in open-source software and therefore no
need to guess what is going on “behind the scenes”
• this means a better product for everyone, because there is visibility at
every level of the application, from the user interface to the data
implementation
• the open-source industry is changing the world of software
development
John Powell (Alfresco), Don Klaiss (Compiere), Javier Soltero (Hyperic),
Brian Gentile (Jaspersoft), Ross Mason (MuleSource), Justin Steinman
(Novell), Tom Rabon (Red Hat), Anthony Gold (Unisys)
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Answering the Call for Open Source Government (April 6, 2009)
• open source principles are changing how we learn, how we share
information, how developers create, and how companies do business
• when information is open and individuals have the means to
contribute, everyone shares in the responsibility for improvement
• open source can also provide access to information; Open Document
Format, or ODF, is a standard that asserts that public documents
should be based in open, non-proprietary formats that anyone can
read at any time
• we believe that open source also creates a meritocracy, an
environment where everyone can contribute, and ideas are adopted
and rewarded based on their merit. A meritocracy recognizes that the
best ideas can come from anyone, anywhere
84
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Open Government Directive (December 8, 2009)
• To the extent practicable and subject to valid restrictions, agencies
should publish information online in an open format that can be
retrieved, downloaded, indexed, and searched by commonly used web
search applications. An open format is one that is platform
independent, machine
readable, and made
available to the public
without restrictions that
would impede the re-use
of that information.
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• The three principles of transparency, participation, and collaboration
form the cornerstone of an open government. Transparency promotes
accountability by providing the public with information about what the
Government is doing. Participation allows members of the public to
contribute ideas and expertise so that their government can make
policies with the benefit of information that is widely dispersed in
society. Collaboration improves the effectiveness of Government by
encouraging partnerships and cooperation within the Federal
Government, across levels of government, and between the
Government and private institutions.
http://www.whitehouse.gov/open
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• remind agencies of the Federal Government's policy of selecting and
acquiring information technology that best fits the needs of the Federal
Government, including of being technology and vendor neutral in
acquisitions for information technology (IT)
• this long-standing policy helps ensure that federal investments in IT
are merit-based, improve the performance of our government and
create value for the American people
• in the context of developing requirements and planning acquisitions for
software, for example, this means, as a general matter, that agencies
should analyze alternatives that include proprietary, open source,
and mixed source technologies
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January 20, 2011
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European Parliament / Legislative Observatory
2015/2635(RSP) - 29/10/2015 Text adopted by Parliament, single reading
European strategy for greater IT independence: Members were
disappointed by the lack of action by the Commission to follow up the
detailed recommendations made in the resolution for increasing IT
security and online privacy in the EU. They wanted to see the
development of a European strategy for greater IT independence and
online privacy within the framework of new initiatives such as the Digital
Single Market.
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Parliament welcomed the steps taken so far to strengthen Parliament’s IT
security, and called for the systematic replacement of proprietary
software by auditable and verifiable open-source software in all the
EU institutions, for the introduction of a mandatory ‘open-source’
selection criterion in all future ICT procurement procedures, and for
efficient availability of encryption tools.
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Regione del Veneto
LEGGE REGIONALE n. 19 del 14 novembre 2008
Norme in materia di pluralismo informatico, diffusione del riuso e
adozione di formati per documenti digitali aperti e standard nella
società dell'informazione del Veneto.
La Regione del Veneto:
• promuove lo sviluppo locale della società dell'informazione e la
realizzazione di un sistema regionale integrato e
interoperabile, mediante la diffusione delle tecnologie per
l'informazione e la comunicazione, secondo criteri di efficacia,
efficienza, congruità e ottimizzazione dell'impiego delle risorse
nel settore delle tecnologie dell'informazione e della
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• sostiene il pluralismo informatico attraverso l'impiego e la
diffusione di formati aperti
• predilige l’uso di software libero, nel rispetto del principio
costituzionale di buon andamento e del principio di economicità
dell’attività amministrativa, di cui all’articolo 1, comma 1, della
legge 7 agosto 1990, n. 241 “Nuove norme in materia di
procedimento amministrativo e di diritto di accesso ai documenti
amministrativi” e successive modificazioni ed integrazioni.
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AgID - Codice amministrazione digitale
Art. 68. - Analisi comparativa delle soluzioni
1. Le pubbliche amministrazioni acquisiscono programmi informatici o
parti di essi nel rispetto dei principi di economicità e di efficienza, tutela
degli investimenti, riuso e neutralità tecnologica, a seguito di una
valutazione comparativa di tipo tecnico ed economico tra le seguenti
soluzioni disponibili sul mercato:
a) software sviluppato per conto della pubblica amministrazione;
b) riutilizzo di software o parti di esso sviluppati per conto della
pubblica amministrazione;
c) software libero o a codice sorgente aperto;
d) software fruibile in modalità cloud computing;
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e) software di tipo proprietario mediante ricorso a licenza d'uso;
f)

software combinazione delle precedenti soluzioni.

1-bis. A tal fine, le pubbliche amministrazioni prima di procedere
all'acquisto, secondo le procedure di cui al codice di cui al decreto
legislativo 12 aprile 2006 n. 163, effettuano una valutazione
comparativa delle diverse soluzioni disponibili sulla base dei seguenti
criteri:
a) costo complessivo del programma o soluzione quale costo di
acquisto, di implementazione, di mantenimento e supporto;
b) livello di utilizzo di formati di dati e di interfacce di tipo
aperto nonché di standard in grado di assicurare
l'interoperabilità e la cooperazione applicativa tra i diversi
sistemi informatici della pubblica amministrazione;
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c) garanzie del fornitore in materia di livelli di sicurezza,
conformità alla normativa in materia di protezione dei dati
personali, livelli di servizio tenuto conto della tipologia di
software acquisito.
1-ter. Ove dalla valutazione comparativa di tipo tecnico ed economico,
secondo i criteri di cui al comma 1-bis, risulti motivatamente l'impossibilità
di accedere a soluzioni già disponibili all'interno della pubblica
amministrazione, o a software liberi o a codici sorgente aperto, adeguati
alle esigenze da soddisfare, è consentita l'acquisizione di programmi
informatici di tipo proprietario mediante ricorso a licenza d'uso. La
valutazione di cui al presente comma è effettuata secondo le modalità e i
criteri definiti dall'AgID.
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AgID - Formati aperti
Che cos’é il formato aperto
Il formato dei dati digitali si definisce "aperto" quando ne viene resa
pubblica, mediante esaustiva documentazione, la sintassi, la
semantica, il contesto operativo e le modalità di utilizzo. Tali
informazioni, unitamente ad una guida all’uso del formato, orientata alla
lettura da parte dell’utilizzatore, devono essere presenti in uno o più
documenti rilasciati dall’ente proponente lo standard.
I formati aperti fanno parte, insieme al software open source, dell’insieme
degli standard aperti.
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Chi propone un formato aperto
L’ente proponente può essere un ente di standardizzazione, una pubblica
amministrazione o una comunità di utenti.
AgID istruisce ed aggiorna, con periodicità almeno annuale, un
repertorio dei formati aperti utilizzabili nelle pubbliche
amministrazioni e delle modalità di trasferimento degli stessi.
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AgID - Circolare 6 dicembre 2013 n.63
Linee guida per la valutazione comparativa prevista dall’art. 68 del D.Lgs.
7 marzo 2005, n. 82 “Codice dell’Amministrazione digitale”
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Fase 3: il confronto delle soluzioni
Tale confronto ha un duplice obiettivo:
• calcolare un “punteggio complessivo” per ciascuna soluzione a
confronto, in modo che sia possibile, per l’amministrazione che
esegue la valutazione, ordinare le soluzioni su una scala di
convenienza tecnico-economica;
• individuare le soluzioni di tipologia “b) riutilizzo di software o
parti di esso sviluppati per conto della pubblica
amministrazione” e “c) software libero o a codice sorgente
aperto” di cui è possibile l’uso. Tale informazione sarà
utilizzata, dall’amministrazione che esegue la valutazione, per
applicare quanto previsto dal comma 1-ter dell’art. 68.
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Livello di utilizzo di formati di dati aperti
Con questo criterio si valorizza l’uso, da parte della soluzione in esame,
di formati pubblici e aperti per la rappresentazione di dati, metadati e
documenti. In generale si dovrà assegnare un punteggio maggiore,
sino a un massimo di 100, alle soluzioni che impiegano più formati
aperti, assegnando viceversa un punteggio inferiore alle soluzioni
che usano formati non aperti.
E’ possibile un ulteriore raffinamento di questo criterio, ad esempio
introducendo i seguenti sottocriteri di valutazione:
• rispetto di standard emessi da organizzazioni riconosciute (es.
W3C, ISO, IETD, Oasis, ecc.);
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• completezza ed esaustività della documentazione sui formato
dei dati;
• disponibilità di strumenti per l’export dei dati in un formato
standard.
In tal caso, il punteggio complessivo per questo criterio può derivare da
una sommatoria, eventualmente pesata, dei punteggi assegnati ai
sottocriteri di cui sopra.
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Livello di utilizzo di interfacce di tipo aperto
Con questo criterio si valorizza la qualità delle interfacce per la
programmazione e l’integrazione offerte dalla soluzione oggetto di
valutazione. In generale si dovrà assegnare un punteggio maggiore,
sino a un massimo di 100, alle soluzioni che offrono interfacce
aperte, documentate, complete e facilmente usabili, assegnando
viceversa un punteggio inferiore alle soluzioni che offrono
interfacce di minore apertura e qualità.
E’ possibile un ulteriore raffinamento di questo criterio, ad esempio
introducendo i seguenti sottocriteri di valutazione:
• aderenza delle interfacce offerte a standard emessi da
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• qualità della documentazione disponibile sulle interfacce;
• adeguatezza delle interfacce offerte dalla soluzione in esame
alle esigenze dell’amministrazione.
In tal caso, il punteggio complessivo per questo criterio può derivare da
una sommatoria, eventualmente pesata, dei punteggi assegnati ai
sottocriteri di cui sopra.
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Costo complessivo
Il calcolo del costo complessivo (in euro) della soluzione dovrà prendere
in considerazione tutti gli elementi che costituiscono il TCO (Total Cost of
Ownership) della soluzione in una finestra temporale adeguata al
contesto della valutazione, ad esempio 5 anni.
Elementi di costo:
• Acquisto
• Integrazione
• Adeguamento hardware
• Migrazione dati e utenti
• Addestramento
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• Operatività e gestione
• Manutenzione e supporto
• Evoluzione
• Migrazione dati e utenti
• Disinstallazione
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Valutazione possibilità/impossibilità relativamente a soluzioni in
riuso e di sw libero o a sorgente aperto
Per l'applicazione del comma 1-ter dell’art. 68 occorre che sia vagliata
“l'impossibilità di accedere a soluzioni già disponibili all'interno
della pubblica amministrazione, o a software liberi o a codici
sorgente aperto, adeguati alle esigenze da soddisfare”.
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